Noninfectious bud-failure (BF) is a disorder in almond (*Prunus dulcis* \[Mill.\] D.A.Webb), expressed as a failure of vegetative bud development leading ultimately to tree decline and is not associated with any pathogenic organisms[@b1]. BF is a particularly serious problem for the commercially important cultivars 'Nonpareil' and 'Carmel', which together make up over 50% of total almond production in California. This is due, in part, to the fact that these cultivars have been clonally propagated for a longer period than other more recently developed cultivars. Careful clonal source selection for low BF-potential has allowed for continued plantings of both 'Nonpareil' and 'Carmel' after BF first became a serious problem in these cultivars. BF-potential appears to be related to the tree age as well as the clone age and cumulative exposure to high temperature during multiple propagation cycles of the cultivar[@b2]. BF may not be sufficiently low in even the best clonal sources of 'Carmel' to ensure continued commercial plantings. Careful selection of low-BF 'Nonpareil' clones in the 1970s, 80 s and 90 s has allowed for continued plantings of this dominant variety, though recent observation of BF-exhibition in some elite 'Nonpareil' clone sources indicate that they may also be progressing towards BF-exhibition. High levels of BF-exhibition have been a major contributor to the early abandonment of many otherwise promising cultivars, including 'Merced' and 'Jordanolo', and will likely be found in some of the recently released California varieties, particularly those which have the BF-susceptible cultivar 'Nonpareil' as a parent. While BF has been shown to be transferred to both vegetative and sexual progeny, knowledge of a mechanism for the genetic control remains elusive.

Previous research suggests that BF is a result of the failure of gene/gene complex expression required for normal winter dormancy and associated development of the vegetative bud[@b2]. This failure may be promoted by an epigenetic-like mechanism triggered by heat stress during the previous growing season[@b1][@b2][@b3]. DNA fragment bands in agarose gel electrophoresis appear to be identical in both the low and high exhibition BF clones of the same cultivar, obviating the value of traditional DNA-based markers for analyzing this disorder, particularly with the absence of a publicly available assembled and annotated genome sequence for almond. Similar epigenetic-like disorders are relatively common in other long propagated *Prunus* sp. clones including 'Rusty-Blotch' and 'False Shot-Hole' disease in plums, 'Russet-Scab' in prune, 'Gumboil' in apricot, and 'Crinkle-Leaf' disease in cherry and plum[@b3]. However, the atypical, epigenetic-like nature of BF and similar disorders has not been explained by previous genetic and genomic research.

Recent advances in our understanding of whole plant genomics has begun to elucidate the diversity of epigenetic mechanisms playing important roles in plant development as well as ageing related changes in many diverse organisms[@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10]. DNA methylation is a widely reported epigenetic mechanism involving a biochemical process in which a methyl group is added to the 5′ position of the cytosine pyrimidine ring or the number 6 nitrogen of the adenine purine ring in the adenine (A) or cytosine (C). The presence and absence of methylation in the DNA \[henceforth, DNA-(de)methylation\] affect clonal (mitotic) and seedling (meiotic) inheritance. This phenomenon is associated with gene silencing during development and ageing in higher organisms, including the angiosperms[@b6]. Examples include vernalization in Crucifers[@b11] and cereals[@b12], as well as induction to flowering in species such as sugar beet[@b13].

Previous studies have led to an understanding of the pattern of BF development within clones, allowing for the effective selection of clonal sources whose vegetative progeny are less likely to express BF during the crucial early years of scion development and entering the commercial productive stage[@b2][@b14][@b15]. Attempts to elucidate the inheritance of BF-potential suggest that the likelihood of progenies from parents exhibiting BF is proportional to the BF-potential of the parents[@b16][@b17][@b18]. Kester *et al*.[@b2] also reported that BF-exhibition of twelve unique nursery sources was distinct in separation and dynamics patterns corresponding with the clonal age of the source, which suggests somaclonal variation not explained by DNA polymorphisms itself, presumably because the disorder is not associated with changes in the DNA sequence of the controlling gene(s), but rather involving the modification of gene activity through still poorly understood epigenetic-like mechanisms[@b19][@b20]. Similarly, all attempts to identify genetic polymorphisms linked with BF-potential have been unsuccessful. In addition, it has been suggested that different types of BF may exist. Thus 'Nonpareil' and cultivars having it in their pedigree, exhibit one related type of BF, while other unrelated cultivars such as 'Mission' (syn. 'Texas'), 'Peerless', 'Ai', 'Rana', 'Marcona', 'Dobkov' exhibit another type of BF, which may be exhibited in a similar way but are caused by different mechanisms[@b14].

As part of this research, the Almond Breeding Program at UC Davis collected and characterized diverse clonal sources of different cultivars, which vary in their potential for exhibiting BF. DNA-(de)methylation has been assessed in this material through Methylation profiles using methylation-sensitive amplified fragment length polymorphism (MS-AFLPs) in order to test for associations with increasing potential for BF-exhibition as well as ageing.

Methods
=======

Almond leaf samples and data collection
---------------------------------------

Almond leaf samples from clones differing in BF-exhibition were collected from six diverse almond propagation sources, including samples from individual clonal trees, which had been documented to be over 10 decades (\>100 years) old ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). For each accession, a numerical score of 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 or 1 (for high, medium to high, medium, low to medium, low and no bud failure exhibition) was assigned, as well as the estimated clonal age (time in decades since a specific clone was initially used as a budwood source for propagation, based on nursery records).

'Nonpareil' is the dominant commercial cultivar in California, accounting for approximately 40% of total plantings with the remaining cultivars primarily planted as its pollinizers[@b21]. Nonpareil, along with 'Mission', originated as seedling selections in the mid-1800's and became the basis for modern commercial production, including serving as parents to most of the current pollinizer cultivars. Because individual almond trees can live for 100 years or more, trees from these early plantings are still available for sampling. Despite extensive plantings over the past 150 years, BF-exhibition in the cultivar 'Mission' has only been identified in a few propagation sources. 'Carmel', which originated as a 'Mission' × 'Nonpareil' seedling in the mid-1900's, had become the second most important commercial cultivar until high levels of BF reduced its planting to approximately 10% of current acreage. 'Turkmen' is an almond selection from Turkmenistan where high BF-exhibition was observed in trees propagated from terminal buds of the original tree while low BF-exhibition was observed in trees propagated from basal buds. Stukey-5--1 and Stukey-5-2 were propagated from a single polyembryonic seed derived from early Nonpareil seed embryo budding and so are genetically identical[@b22], except that the tree from Stukey-5-2 displayed BF symptoms after 3 years while Stukey-5-1 remains free of BF after over 12 years. Stukey-6-1 and Stukey-6-2 also were derived from similar 'Nonpareil' polyembryonic seed, also showing similar divergent BF development patterns. The 'Winters' cultivar was released in the late 1990's and despite extensive planting has displayed BF in only a few individual trees from a single propagation source.

Almond leaf genomic DNA isolation
---------------------------------

Almond leaf genomic DNA was isolated following the methods of Doyle and Doyle[@b23] and Keb-Llanes[@b24]. The genomic DNA samples were further purified and concentrated through the use of the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini kit (QIAGEN Inc., Valencia, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer's instructions. The quality of the isolated almond leaf genomic DNA was visualized through electroporation of the DNA samples in a 1% agarose gel at 50 V for 1 hour. The DNA samples were subjected to spectrophotometric analysis with the Eppendorf BioPhotometer Plus (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) to obtain isolated DNA. All genomic DNA samples were diluted to 300 ng/μl for use in the AFLP analysis.

MS-AFLP Analysis
----------------

The methylation-sensitive amplified fragment length polymorphisms protocol involves the use of the isoschizomers *Hpa*II and *Msp*I. Adapters for *Hpa*II-*Msp*I were designed through the annealing of the oligonucleotides 5′-GATCATGAGTCCTGCT-3′ and 3′-AGTACTCAGGACG AGC-5′, with a 5′ GA and GC overhang. The details of the protocol are provided in [Supplementary File.pdf page 2 and in Tables S1 and S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data analysis
-------------

The data from the MS-AFLP analysis were recorded in a comma separated (csv) file, to be read in the library MSAP ver. 1.6.3 \[ref. [@b25]\] for the statistical language R ver. 3.0.1 \[ref. [@b26]\]. The binary matrix was configured following the MSAP ver. 1.6.3 convention, a first column indicating the category of BF-exhibition, followed by a column indicating the name of the accession, a column for the correspondent fragment (*Eco*RI or *Hpa*II/*Msp*I) with the following columns being the primer combination, in accordance with the order of scoring (as shown in [Table S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) composed of the primer (from *a* to *i*) and the corresponding scoring band. For BF-exhibition levels, a scale based on six categories as described above was used. Additionally, models considering dichotomous outcomes (presence/absence) for BF-exhibition were performed in order to contrast the results yielded with models considering polytomous outcomes.

In the study of the causal relationships between MS-AFLP bands and BF-exhibition, only the distinct, reproducible, well-resolved MS-AFLP fragments scored as present (1) or absent (0), together with the data for the scoring of BF, were used for the construction of a matrix for the development of a dendrogram of DNA methylation based relationships. Subsequently, conclusions were drawn about the clustering of the sampled accessions according to the covariance of methylations status profiles and BF-exhibition.

Matrices from Principal Coordinates Analysis from the application of the package MSAP, were used to generate a heatmap for visual evaluation of the association of the (de)methylated sites with BF-exhibition among accessions. The assessment of similarity of (de)methylation patterns between and within genotypes and clones was performed through the Kendall's tau (τ) coefficient adjusted for ties for the number of concordant and discordant pairs for presence absence of a band per primer combination. Subsequent conditional variable independence tests through contingency tables using the packages vcd[@b27] and VCDextra[@b28] were performed to assess the association between methylation and BF-exhibition, as illustrated using mosaic plots.

Finally, a Bayesian analysis of complete contingency tables through hierarchical log-linear model selection was performed using the R package Conting[@b29] in order to assess the independence of DNA-(de)methylation status with respect to BF-exhibition, clonal age and almond genotype.

The function bcct was used for model selection with consideration up to the saturated model, and which includes the triple interaction (DNA-(de)methylation status × clonal age × almond genotype). The model was introduced as follows: *BudFailureLN\~(deMet01* + *ChronoAge* + *GenotypeN*)^*3*^, as indicated by the user manual of Conting. *BudFailureLN* is the numerical score of BF-exhibition recorded for the clone, which was assessed as a polytomous response. *deMet01* is the binary score expressed as 0 and 1 for presence/absence of methylation in the DNA per band and was considered as a factor, *ChronoAge* refers to the time in decades since a specific clone was initially used as a propagation source and is a continuous variable in the model. *GenotypeN* is the numerical ID for each almond genotype, also used as factor. The Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) iterations used to ensure convergence were 12,500. Inferences were made using 10,000 effective iterations after a burn-in of the first 2500 iterations, without thinning of the chains as recommended by Link and Eaton[@b30].

The cutoff for significance was 0.05 for the report of the best three models according to the deviance statistic calculated from the posterior distribution. The prior used for this analysis was the generalized hyper-g prior proposed by Sabanés-Bové and Held[@b31] implemented as default prior for analysis of contingency in tables in Conting. The adequacy of the model was evaluated through Bayesian (or posterior predictive) *p*-value (*p*~*B*~) using the Deviance statistic[@b32] as the hypothesis test, which basically is −2 times the log-likelihood ratio of the independence model (model without interactions) compared to the saturated model (the model including double and triple interactions).

Model selection was also performed for the clonal accessions of 'Nonpareil' (nine clones), following the same procedure described above using model selection with consideration up to the saturated model, which included the interaction between DNA-(de)methylation status × clonal age, introduced as: *BudFailureNP\~(deMet01* + *ChronoAge*)^*2*^. Calculation of log-odds ratios and probabilities for the parameters in the final model were performed by fitting the model with the function glm and the routines available in the statistics base of R 3.0.1. To address the goodness of fit and estimate the proportion of the variance explained for the selected models, the *adjusted pseudo-R*^*2*^ of McFadden[@b33] (which is considered a likelihood-ratio index) was used for models including all the genotypes evaluated, as well as the 'Nonpareil' clones, considered separately.

Results
=======

Methylation-sensitive amplified fragment length polymorphisms analysis
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Once the cultivar identity was confirmed for every clone through AFLP analysis, a total of 1251 fragments were scored in nine primer combinations per accession. 24,794 bands were scored in total for 22 accessions (LI-COR images in [Supplementary File pages 5 to 23](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The number of scored bands in the primer combination *a* ([Table S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was 120, 136 for the primer combination *b,* 125 for the primer combination *c*, 161 for the primer combination *d*, 114 for the primer combination *e*, 214 for the primer combination *f*, 133 for the primer combination *g*, 121 for the primer combination *h*, and finally 124 for the primer combination *i* ([Supporting data.xls](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The banding pattern of 1238 fragments showed evidence for loci susceptible to methylation (Methylation-Susceptible Loci), of which 1129 fragments were polymorphic (91%). The methylation fractions (as a function of the number of evaluated bands) associated with accessions exhibiting BF (*BF* accessions) and accessions non-exhibiting BF (*NBF* accessions) associated with specific primer combination types are shown in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}. Thus, of the 24,794 bands, 6598 (26.61%) represented methylated loci and 5799 (23.39%) represented un-methylated loci in *BF* accessions, while 5798 (23.38%) represented methylated loci and 6597 (26.60%) represented un-methylated loci in *NBF* accessions. This data provided information for a first approach to test for independence between BF-exhibition and DNA-(de)methylation, which is shown as a mosaic plot in [Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The magnitude of the Pearson residuals (the individual contribution to the Pearson χ^2^ statistic for independence of binomial distribution) the *p*-value (\<2.22e^−16^), and correlation (0.064) suggest a departure from independence, i.e. DNA-(de)methylations is not an independent event with respect BF-exhibition. The bands *e*~22~ and *i*~19~ (the order of the band goes from heavy to light fragment) demonstrated total correspondence with BF-exhibition (presence for *BF* accessions and absence for *NBF* accessions). These bands correspond to the primer combinations: E-AGT + HM-TAA and E-ACG + HM-TAA, respectively.

The analysis of the three-way contingency table for assessment for independence of BF-exhibition, DNA-(de)methylation and clonal age was primarily assessed through the visual inspection of a heatmap ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and supported by the Kendall τ correlation coefficients to assess the concordance in patterns of DNA-(de)methylation. The heatmap suggested differential banding pattern among and within clones. Amongst cultivars, Kendall τ averaged around 0.29, indicating positive significant concordance, although low, suggesting differentiated DNA-(de)methylation among almond genotypes. Kendall τ ranged from 0.10 for the concordance between 'Mission' and 'Carmel' to 0.55 between Stukey-5 and Stukey-6 ([Table S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The concordance among clones showed variations from 0.07 concordance between Nonpareil_PFS2 and Winters_R11_2, to 0.61 between Winters_Browne and Winters_R11_1, with an average of 0.18 among clones ([Table S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The results from the Principal Coordinates Analysis are shown in the form of dendrograms in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, in which a distinction between *BF* and *NBF* accessions per cultivar, and according to the different degrees of BF-exhibition, respectively, is not strongly evident. Attempts to fit BF as a dichotomous response (presence/absence) were done; however, several problems in algorithm convergence and model stability were observed, and for that reason results using the polytomous responses fitted through multinomial models are presented in the next section.

Bayesian analysis of contingency tables
---------------------------------------

The analytic assessment through Bayesian inference and MCMC showed that out the five models evaluated with a maximum of twenty-eight parameters, the included double and triple interactions provided the best fit to the data. Such a model provided a posterior probability of 0.955 supported by a Bayesian *p*-value (*p*~*B*~) of 1 for the deviance statistic.

The double and triple interactions showed high evidence (close to probability of 1, [Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}), which immediately suggests that main effects, i.e. the effect of each parameter alone \[(DNA-(de)methylation status, clonal age or genotype\], becomes of low relevance, since the simple effects, i.e. the responses in BF-exhibition drawn by the interactions, capture and explain greater amount of the information analyzed in the model. The ranking of model terms as determined by their variance contribution to the model total variance is presented in the last column of [Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}. *ChronoAge* is the most important parameter, while the term for the triple interaction; corresponding to the interaction of methylated bands for clones of the cultivar 'Turkmen' is the least important.

The statistics for support of results from the hierarchical model selection were significantly supportive for the results. Thus, the *adjusted pseudo-R*^*2*^ of McFadden for this model was 0.8687393. The acceptance rate of the reversible jump proposal was equal to 0%, which means that during the MCMC simulations the chain did not move in the space for all the probable models due to lack of adequacy of the other models. The rate of Metropolis-Hastings proposals was 74.5524%, which means that the majority of values proposed in the MCMC simulations were accepted.

In [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, the effect plot for the visualization of the effect on BF-exhibition by triple interactions is shown. Represented in this figure is each trend line summarizing the triple-interaction action of the chronological age (X axis, in years), the DNA-(de)methylation status of the MS-AFLP band (presence or absence, 1/0), with respect to the almond source clone evaluated. The slope of the lines indicates the rate of change of DNA-(de)methylation status for each source clone for each type of band (demethylated and methylated). It is notable that in all cases the effects were significantly different from zero. In addition, differences in the slopes with respect to DNA-(de)methylation status in intra-cultivar comparison were negligible but significantly distinct in inter-cultivar comparisons, particularly evident for the source clones of 'Winters' and Stukey accessions.

Model selection considering only the 'Nonpareil' source clones showed that, of the three models evaluated with a maximum of four parameters, the model with the interaction was the most adequate model to fit to the data. This model showed a posterior probability of 0.5541, the second most adequate model considered *deMet01* and *ChronoAge* only, but its posterior probability was of 0.4459. The summary statistics of the log-linear parameters for the most probable model are presented in [Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table"}. The value for the coefficient of the interaction between chronological age and extent of DNA-(de)methylation was small but positive (0.005994) and with a posterior probability of 0.5541. The *adjusted pseudo-R*^*2*^ of McFadden for this model was 0.74971.

For the hierarchical model selection considering 'Nonpareil' accessions, the statistics were significantly supportive for the results. The adequacy of the most probable model is supported by a *p*~*B*~ = 1 for the deviance statistic and an acceptance rate of the reversible jump proposal of 75.5708%. This shows that during the MCMC simulations, the chain moved freely in the values space for all the probable models, the acceptance rate of Metropolis-Hastings proposal was high (92.9962%), and that most of the values proposed in the MCMC simulations were accepted.

In [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the tendency of the predicted log odds and predicted probabilities for the exhibition of BF in relation to the interaction between chronological age and extent of DNA-(de)methylation for clones of 'Nonpareil' is shown. For the case in which DNA is demethylated (band absent = 0), one unit increase in chronological age yields a change in log odds of −0.105934, while where DNA tends to be methylated (band present = 1), one unit increase in chronological age yields a change in log odds of −0.099994. This is translated in terms of odd ratios 0.89948 for one-year increase in chronological age for DNA-demethylation and 0.90489 for DNA-methylation. Significant differences in trends are evident from the 17^th^ decade of chronological age, in which DNA-methylated status exhibits a faster decrease for the log odds of BF with respect to the increase of chronological age (i.e., the relationship is negative). Similarly, the predicted probabilities of BF-exhibition while DNA-methylated status is given, exhibit a faster decrease with respect to the increase of chronological age from the 17^th^ decade, and converging asymptotically with DNA-demethylated status towards a probability of zero by the 70^th^ decade.

Discussion
==========

The possible association of DNA-(de)methylation with Noninfectious Bud-failure (BF) is significant for applications ranging from practical issues in the management of clonal propagation sources for stable commercial production to strategies for the genetic/genomic improvement and breeding of clonally propagated crops. Research on important but largely neglected topics in clonal crop biology, such as the relationship between ageing and the loss of gene integrity may also be explored.

The results from methylation-sensitive amplified fragment length polymorphism (MS-AFLPs) showed that the technique is informative for almond, which is an obligate outcrosser. A remarkably high level of epigenetic polymorphisms was present. Every primer combinations provided polymorphic bands for an impressive amount of 1129 polymorphic fragments representing the largest amount of polymorphic MS-AFLP bands reported for a plant species. Usually, the number of polymorphic bands has not been more than 30 sites genome-wide in other research reports. Much lower levels of de-methylation were reported between cultivars from two distinct genetic pools in rice[@b34], an inbred crop species. Lower levels of de-methylation were also reported within the same cultivar but in different environmental conditions in apple[@b35], between landraces and selections in plantains[@b36], bananas[@b37], and date[@b38], between somaclones in grape[@b39], and between groups of virus infected and uninfected plants in tomato[@b40].

The experimental method followed in the present study requires a very significant effort in scoring and the subsequent identification of consensus bands between the two assays. While automated scoring was attempted, the large number of bands made the task difficult. Therefore, methods allowing high-throughput scoring (such as a capillary based system) would be desirable for future experiments. Despite of the limitations of the MS-AFLP technique (i.e. targeting anonymous genome fragments, lack of predictive model phenotype changes due to DNA methylation changes, validity overtime and scoring based on dominant bands)[@b41], MS-AFLP is a useful tool for the exploratory assessment of epigenetic and epigenomic variation in crop species such as almond where high quality genome assemblies and gene annotations are not yet available. Simple but meaningful improvements may be done by increasing the primer combinations with additional non-methylation sensitive enzymes such as *Acc*65I and *Kpn*I with *Mse*I[@b41], and even targeting asymmetric DNA methylation by using other enzymes such as *Bg*III, *Bmt*I and *BsaJ*I, which will help to further interrogate methylation patterns in crops.

The patterns of methylation status seen for *BF* and *NBF* accessions suggested departures from independence, but without a clear differentiation based on methylation status only. Thus, *BF* accessions showed a proportion of 0.56 for fragments with some level of methylation, while *NBF* accessions showed a proportion of 0.50 with some level of methylation. HPA-/MSP- sites, which target fully methylated fragments, represented the main source of differentiation between *BF* and *NBF* accessions. Such inconclusive results have also been observed in other attempts to link methylation profile with disease exhibition or the infection from a pathogen, such as tomato yellow leaf curl sardinia virus[@b40] or fusarium wilt in chickpea[@b42]. In the present analysis, this inconsistent pattern is supported through the clustering analysis performed for the levels of BF-exhibition in relation to purely methylation status of genome fragments ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

The finding that bands *e*~22~ and *i*~19~ demonstrated total correspondence with BF-exhibition (presence for *BF* accessions and absence for *NBF* accessions) was particularly interesting and represent targets of future study. The bands were sequenced but the results were inconclusive since no significant alignment was found in a search in GenBank. The strong association of these differentially methylated bands suggests that Methylation-Sensitive Representational Difference Analysis (MS-SRDA)[@b43] will provide additional insights on the relationship of methylation changes with BF-exhibition. Another tentative approach would consist of developing PCR bisulfite primers, which would allow high-throughput obtaining of methylation levels in cytosine, in highly-multiplexed manner, and thus to characterize larger sets of samples.

Current techniques, such as diversity array technology (DArT)[@b44] and its newest derivation DArTseq which utilizes next generation sequencing platforms[@b45] may provide more efficient methylation profiles, while additional genome-wide markers or even methylated sites may be annotated based on a reliable reference genome.

The continued development of improved genome sequencing platform such as the single molecule real time sequencing[@b46] should greatly facilitate the sequencing and assembling of high quality heterozygous genomes (such as almond) while improved profiling of methylation status[@b47] as well as the application of bisulfite sequencing as recently applied to studies of oil palm[@b48]. Development of genomic resources in almond will also allow the exploration of the influence of other genetic factors that may be involved in BF and related phenomena; for example, microRNA mediating DNA methylation. Esmaeili *et al*.[@b49] provides relevant insights about the role of a specific family of miRNA elements in the response to abiotic stresses in almond. Extensions of this type of research would allow a comprehensive interrogation of the role of biotic stresses such as heat stress in the exhibition of BF, as has been previously suggested[@b17][@b18]. Surveying miRNAs will also address the role of miRNA in the ageing and longevity of tissue, because, even though Esmaeili *et al*.[@b49] tested miR396 and did not obtained association with response to drought, such an miRNA element has been shown to play a role in leaf development and longevity[@b50].

The use of Bayesian analysis of contingency tables through hierarchical log-linear models was successful in evaluating the association between methylation status and BF as well as the association between DNA-(de)methylation and clone age. Based on the evidence provided by the dataset generated and analyzed in the present study, DNA-(de)methylation is not independent of the exhibition of noninfectious bud-failure in the almond accessions evaluated. Therefore, there exist an association between DNA-(de)methylation which interacts with other factors such as age and cultivar. However, the association is uneven because of several relevant modulators (e.g. environment and initial cultivar BF-status at the start of propagation) which need to be taken into consideration in future research in order to dissect the effects of the interactions between and among modulators.

The use of a Bayesian approach allows a fuller assessment of the uncertainties related to models and parameter values generated from the contingency tables, as well as the evaluation of every unique combination of interaction in a particular set of models because of the ability to evaluate hierarchical models with distinct parameter spaces (i.e. likelihood functions) simultaneously. It is particularly useful when there is not a previously established model, as is the case of the present study, as it provides a higher level of certainty and robustness in defining the most appropriate model for the dataset provided. The evaluation of the posterior distribution of the model parameters and model indicators using MCMC through the application of algorithms and methods already developed and made available by statisticians, allowed testing of the associations and interactions among DNA-(de)methylation, chronological age to clonal propagation and the exhibition of non-infections bud-failure. When also considering several clone sources, it allowed assessment of three-way interactions, which, for the purpose of expanded experimentation and model development, are crucial sources of information. However, a larger (total and inter genotype) sample size would be beneficial to improve the precision in the estimation of the relevance of the biological factors considered \[(DNA-(de)methylation status, clonal age and genotype\].

The finding that the saturated model was the most appropriate to fit the data provided is not surprising given the characteristics for the dataset. Almond is a highly heterogeneous crop, which is the result of gametophytic self-incompatibility in its reproduction system and its highly heterozygous nature[@b51]. Therefore, it might be expected that the epigenetic differentiation between cultivars would also be significant, since methylation profiles have been used to reveal additional hidden variation in homozygous species such as saffron[@b52].

It is also relevant that while running MCMC, the lack of adequacy of other models was statistically evident based on the values of acceptance rates for reversible jump proposals (zero), the Metropolis-Hastings proposals (\>74%), the Bayesian *p*-value (1) as well as the value of the *adjusted pseudo-R*^*2*^ of McFadden which was approximately 0.86. Consequently, the model captured around 87% of total methylation dependent variation present in the dataset, which directly provided a preliminary hypothesis for critical examination. Using both DNA-(de)methylation and chronological age to analyze BF, the analyses were more effective on a cultivar-by-cultivar (source-by-source, genotype-by-genotype) basis (as supported by the differences in slopes showed in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that initial BF level as well as BF development varies with cultivar, possibly including cultivar growth and propagation history; however, the effect of environment also needs further investigation.

The availability of extensive research on the exhibition of BF in different cultivars and environments[@b2][@b17][@b18][@b53][@b54], has provided some insights about the role of the environment, particularly heat stress during the previous growing season on the rate of BF development and exhibition. This research also demonstrates differences in the BF development and exhibition among source clones within cultivars[@b55]. For the commercially dominant cultivar 'Nonpareil', which constitutes 40% of the acreage[@b21], the extent of genome-wide DNA-(de)methylation and its interaction with chronological age appears to play a critical role in the degree of BF-exhibition. So far, chronological age from initial clonal propagation seems to be a relevant factor for the development of BF. This is consistent with a gradual accumulation of both methylation status and BF susceptibility with time, since evaluated accessions of 'Nonpareil' date back to near its initial discovery and introduction in California in 1886 \[ref. [@b56]\]. Previous research has shown that almond cultivars differ in their BF susceptibility at the time of their initial selection (usually from seedling populations)[@b15]. For example, 'Carmel' is a more recent introduction, having been first commercially propagated in the 1960s, though all propagation clonal sources currently used by commercial nurseries, including the original seedling tree, show higher levels of BF than much older Nonpareil clonal sources do. Because both initial BF susceptibility as well as propagation history will differ among cultivars, effective predictors of current BF susceptibility performance will need to be developed on a cultivar-by-cultivar basis.

The possible use of changes in DNA-(de)methylation patterns as a predictor of plant clonal age provides novel research opportunities. One example is the pursuit for the "ontogenetic molecular clock", given that plant ageing occurs chronologically and ontogenetically in a concurrent but in an opposite way[@b57], due to the indeterminacy and totipotency of meristems[@b8]. It remains a challenge to define the ontogenetical, or at least physiological, age of plant tissues of clonal propagated perennial tree crops, which we consider would be appropriate to approach disorders related with ageing such as BF in almond. In other crops such as cereals and some forest trees, the phylotaxis summarized in the concept of plastochron index[@b58] was developed as an alternative to measure age of plants; however, that approach, as well the ontogenetic index[@b59], only considers plants derived from sexual propagation, and for which good approximations to the number of leaves can be done. The tracking of changes in patterns and amount of DNA-(de)methylation in successive clonal propagation sources and productive clones may aid to understand ageing in clonally propagated perennial tree crops. The accurate age measurement is relevant because in trees and other long-lived plants, epicormic meristems at the base of the plant can maintain their more juvenile state. Indeed, most current commercial clones or sources of propagation material for the cultivar 'Nonpareil' originated as basal epicormic shoots for individual trees approaching 10 decades (\~100 years) in age, and so from plantings made shortly after the introduction of the cultivar. Although these trees may be exhibiting BF in its uppermost sections, trees propagated from foundation stock developed in the basal epicormic shoots have consistently shown BF free development over many decades, as well as many propagation cycles[@b60].

In conclusion, these research results provide a strategy for the study of Noninfectious Bud Failure (BF) based on methylation changes across the almond genome, which shows promise for both applied and basic future research. These findings also provide a model for understanding plant ageing in perennial clonal crops, and may provide the basis for effective selection against epigenetic-like disorders such as BF in almond as well as 'Rusty-Blotch' and 'False Shot-Hole' disease in plums, 'Russet-Scab' in prune, 'Gumboil' in apricot, and 'Crinkle-Leaf' disease in cherry and plum. Findings also suggest previously unexploited opportunities in the selection for similar epigenetic-like factors with positive contributions to plant performance and final yield.
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![Heatmap for visual inspection. The age from initial propagation is the approximated chronological years (10 years = 1 decade) since the accession was first used as a source for clonal propagation.\
The counts include demethylated (DeMet, yellow cells) and methylated (Met, orange cells) sites.](srep42686-f1){#f1}

![Dendrograms resulted from the Principal Coordinates Analysis performed through MSAP.\
(**A**) Relationships between *BF* and *NBF* accessions within and between genotypes. (**B**) Distinction among six levels of BF-exhibition in accessions within and between almond cultivars and clone sources based on results from MS-AFLP procedure.](srep42686-f2){#f2}

![Effect plot showing the interaction of the chronological age (X axis, in years), the DNA-(de)methylation status of the MS-AFLP band (presence absence, 1/0), and the almond cultivar according to the full model.\
The trend lines in each box pair summarizes the triple-interaction of the chronological age (X axis, in years), the DNA-(de)methylation status of the MS-AFLP band (presence or absence, 1/0), with respect to the almond cultivar evaluated. The slope of the lines indicates the rate of change of DNA-(de)methylation status for each cultivar for each type of band (demethylated and methylated).](srep42686-f3){#f3}

![Effects plots considering Chronological age in decades (on X) and DNA-(de)methylations status of MS-AFLP bands for the full model fitting BF in the cultivar 'Nonpareil'.\
(**A**) Plot showing the predicted log-odds for the exhibitions of Non-infectious Bud Failure. (**B**) Plot showing the predicted probabilities for the exhibitions of BF.](srep42686-f4){#f4}

###### Accession ID, cultivar, location, BF exhibitions and chronological age from initial clonal propagation (clone source age) for accession analyzed in the present study.

  Accession ID           Cultivar or Genotype                      Location and GPS coordinates                       BF exhibition    Chronological Age (decades)
  --------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- -----------------------------
  Carmel-ArbMarine              Carmel             Nickels Soils Lab., Arbuckle, CA *N38° 57.504′ W122° 04.004′*      Medium to High                2
  Carmel-PFS                    Carmel           Plant Foundation Services, Davis, CA *N38° 31.642′ W121° 46.380′*        Medium                    7
  Carmel-Wolfskill              Carmel          Wolfskill Exptl. Orchard, Winters, CA *N38° 30.343′ W121° 58.567′*         High                     3
  Mission-PFS                  Mission           Plant Foundation Services, Davis, CA *N38° 31.642′ W121° 46.380′*          No                     12
  Mission-Wolfskill            Mission          Wolfskill Exptl. Orchard, Winters, CA *N38° 30.343′ W121° 58.567′*         High                     2
  Nonpareil-ArbMarine         Nonpareil            Nickels Soils Lab., Arbuckle, CA *N38° 57.504′ W122° 04.004′*      Low to Medium                 9
  Nonpareil-Arboretum         Nonpareil            Nickels Soils Lab., Arbuckle, CA *N38° 57.504′ W122° 04.004′*           High                     5
  Nonpareil-Esparto1          Nonpareil                      Esparto, CA *N38° 41.631′ W122° 01.344′*                      Low                     11
  Nonpareil-Esparto2          Nonpareil                      Esparto, CA *N38° 41.631′ W122° 01.344′*                      High                     6
  Nonpareil-PFS1              Nonpareil          Plant Foundation Services, Davis, CA *N38° 31.642′ W121° 46.380′*    Low to Medium                14
  Nonpareil-PFS2              Nonpareil          Plant Foundation Services, Davis CA *N38° 31.642′ W121° 46.380′*     Low to Medium                12
  Nonpareil-PFS3              Nonpareil          Plant Foundation Services, Davis, CA *N38° 31.642′ W121° 46.380′*    Low to Medium                12
  Stukey-5-1                   Stukey-5         Wolfskill Exptl. Orchard, Winters, CA *N38° 30.343′ W121° 58.567′*         Low                      2
  Stukey-5-2                   Stukey-5         Wolfskill Exptl. Orchard, Winters, CA *N38° 30.343′ W121° 58.567′*         High                     1
  Stukey-6-1                   Stukey-6         Wolfskill Exptl. Orchard, Winters, CA *N38° 30.343′ W121° 58.567′*         High                     1
  Stukey-6-2                   Stukey-6         Wolfskill Exptl. Orchard, Winters, CA *N38° 30.343′ W121° 58.567′*         Low                      2
  Turkmen-Repo1                Turkmen          National Clonal Germplasm, Winters, CA *N38° 29.842′ W121° 58.611′*        High                     1
  Turkmen-Repo2                Turkmen          National Clonal Germplasm, Winters, CA *N38° 29.842′ W121° 58.611′*        Low                      2
  Winters-Browne               Winters                        Sanger, CA *N36° 42.863′ W119° 32.061′*                       No                      4
  Winters-PFS                  Winters                         Plant Foundation Services, Davis, CA                         No                      5
  Winters-R11-1                Winters                        Sanger, CA *N36° 42.863′ W119° 32.061′*                      High                     3
  Winters-R11-2                Winters                        Sanger, CA *N36° 42.863′ W119° 32.061′*                      High                     2

###### Methylation levels per type of primer combination for each type of methylation status of the loci, the proportion of the banding is showed conditional to presence or absence of BF symptoms.

  Type of primer combination    Methylation status of the loci   Proportion in *BF* accessions   Proportion in *NBF* accessions
  ---------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------------
  HPA+/MSP+                              Demethylated                      0.439083                         0.500477
  HPA+/MSP−                             Hemimethylated                     0.085261                         0.093192
  HPA−/MSP+                     Internal cytosine methylation              0.095542                         0.111845
  HPA−/MSP−                            Full methylation                    0.380113                         0.294485

###### Statistics calculated from the posterior distribution of the parameters included in the most probable model for the 22 almond accessions.

  Parameter                                        Posterior Probability   Posterior Mean   Posterior Variance   Lower Limit   Upper Limit   Ranking VarImp
  ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------- ------------- ----------------
  Intercept                                                1.000              2.721365          1.101e-04         2.700337      2.741896           NA
  Factor(deMet01)1                                         1.000              0.035703          1.170e-04         0.014644      0.058054           14
  ChronoAge                                                1.000             −0.731076          4.816e-05         −0.745108     −0.717645          1
  Factor(GenotypeN)2                                       1.000              0.741199          9.978e-04         0.683076      0.803948           4
  Factor(GenotypeN)3                                       1.000             −0.884685          2.887e-04         −0.920034     −0.854581          7
  Factor(GenotypeN)4                                       1.000             −0.572292          2.954e-04         −0.607085     −0.540216          8
  Factor(GenotypeN)5                                       1.000             −0.421255          3.136e-04         −0459597      −0.389653          24
  Factor(GenotypeN)6                                       1.000              0.858615          1.145e-03         0.795386      0.928581           25
  Factor(GenotypeN)7                                       1.000              0.859652          1.183e-03         0.793455      0.926133           6
  Factor(deMet01)1:ChronoAge                               1.000             −0.010859          5.082e-05        −0--025151     0.002451           19
  Factor(deMet01)1:factor(GenotypeN)2                      1.000              0.377405          9.582e-04         0.318386      0.438253           12
  Factor(deMet01)1:factor(GenotypeN)3                      1.000             −0.100029          3.040e-04         −0.134473     −0.066831          16
  Factor(deMet01)1:factor(GenotypeN)4                      1.000             −0.036256          2.897e-04         −0.067587     −0.001094          13
  Factor(deMet01)1:factor(GenotypeN)5                      1.000             −0.091411          3.133e-04         −0.126620     −0.058245          22
  Factor(deMet01)1:factor(GenotypeN)6                      1.000             −0.034131          1.221e-03         −0.097879     0.037375           23
  Factor(deMet01)1:factor(GenotypeN)7                      1.000             −0.033510          1.188e-03         −0.099132     0.034752           15
  ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)2                             1.000             −0.037135          1.592e-04         0.010168      0.059298           2
  ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)3                             1.000              0.671377          1.592e-05         0.656178      0.686165           5
  ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)4                             1.000              0.552007          5.619e-05         0.538380      0.567475           3
  ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)5                             1.000              0.625152          5.064e-05         0.612284      0.639953           9
  ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)6                             1.000             −1.057749          7.848e-04         −1.110633     −1.002450          10
  ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)7                             1.000             −1.058923          7.621e-04         −1.112500     −1.005495          11
  Factor(demet01)1:ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)2            1.000             −0.100419          1.526e-04         −0.122971     −0.075562          18
  Factor(demet01)1:ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)3            1.000              0.018288          6.113e-05         0.002320      0.032875           20
  Factor(demet01)1:ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)4            1.000              0.010936          5.863e-05         −0.003976     0.025603           17
  Factor(demet01)1:ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)5            1.000              0.016861          5.261e-05         0.003079      0.031003           27
  Factor(demet01)1:ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)6            1.000              0.009808          8.472e-04         −0.045120     0.068286           26
  Factor(demet01)1:ChronoAge:factor(GenotypeN)7            1.000              0.009048          7.905e-04         −0.051850     0.059506           27

The values for the lower and upper limits correspond to the 95% highest posterior density intervals, respectively. Ranking VarImp refers to the ranking of variance contribution to the model: lower values being top contributors and higher values being least contributors.

###### Statistics calculated form the posterior distribution of the parameters included in the most probable model for the exhibition of BF in 'Nonpareil' accessions.

  Parameter                     Posterior Probability   Posterior Mean   Posterior Variance   Lower Limit   Upper Limit
  ---------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------- -------------
  Intercept                            1.0000              2.300100          3.126e-04         2.265517      2.333353
  Factor(deMet01)                      1.0000             −0.055689          8.872e-04         −0.089676     −0.023565
  ChronoAge                            1.0000             −0.105934          3.575e-06         −0.109714     −0.102453
  Factor(deMet01)1:ChronoAge           0.5541              0.005994          3.295e-06         0.002334      0.009363

The values for the lower and upper limits correspond to the 95% highest posterior density intervals, respectively.
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